The long and short of it is, Argosy

For people who'd rather not rough it.

There's nothing like feeling at home when you're far away. And touring the countryside in an Argosy promises nothing less.

Whether you choose our compact 20-foot Minuet or our full-size 30-foot Argosy, traveling is safe and relaxing.

You can park and catch the sun setting into the sea from a front row seat, Argosy's soft lounge sofa. Or you can take a midday driving break and fix the kids a light snack in the Argosy galley — where gourmet delights have been known to originate.

When it's time to turn in, you can depend on Argosy's 5" thick mattresses for a good night's rest — in a private rear or center bedroom area.

Totally self-contained, with comfortable sleeping space for four adults, you never have to settle for less with an Argosy. Just settle on your favorite model, pick a destination, and go!

Argosy 27-foot twin bed model.
A lightweight traveler with a hitch weight of 440 pounds, and a total weight of 4060 pounds.* Featuring a complete bath with tub and the option to increase sleeping capacity to 6 with bunk beds.

Argosy 27-foot double bed model.
A streamlined travel home with a hitch weight of 450 pounds and a total weight of 4080 pounds.* Featuring complete bath with tub and a compact bedroom vanity.
Create the perfect getaway vehicle.

What interior color scheme do you fancy? Would you prefer a rear or center bath? How about the airy feeling of Vista-View windows? Argosy is truly your home-away-from-home, so we give you a choice of several options.

If music is your pleasure, we’ll install a stereo AM/FM radio with four speakers and an 8-track stereo tape deck. Even a TV antenna is easy to arrange.

For your bedroom, order color-coordinated twin or double beds and with matching pillow covers. Or a bolster bunk bed.

Add those little extras that come in so handy—like a magazine rack, a kitchen lift-up shelf, a bath exhaust fan, and more.

Pick the luxuries you’re accustomed to. We’re accustomed to pleasing. And if you don’t see what you’d like, ask!

Argosy 30-foot center bath twin bed model.
A deluxe-length travel trailer with a hitch weight of 520 pounds and a total weight of 4290 pounds. Featuring a full-size shower with molded shower seat and triple wardrobes. Double bed may replace twins.

Argosy 30-foot rear bath double bed model.
A family-size deluxe trailer with a hitch weight of 405 pounds and a total weight of 4270 pounds. Featuring a large bath with tub and shower plus spacious double wardrobes. Twin beds may replace double.